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Fluid Monitoring

OCIO GSM

OCIO GSM,
your personal
tank guard.
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EN GSM Tank level
trasmission

This system responds to a
demand for the remote monitoring
of tank levels, displaying the
current situation on a telephone
display or at an e-mail address.
A transmitter with a GSM modem
is connected to the OCIO level
indicator and, via one or more
expansions, can control up to 8
tanks. Each tank is fitted with a
level indicator which is connected
by cable to the OCIO GSM box or
to individual expansions.
The system configuration involves
sending coded telephone
messages.
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The OCIO GSM system provides:
- Instant tank level reading.
- Two alarms (minimum and
maximum level) which send
messages to one or more
enabled telephone numbers or an
e-mail address.
- Regular tank level readings sent
at pre-set intervals to predefined
telephone numbers or an e-mail
address.
Advantages
The system can be used in all
situations which require level
monitoring without the need to
be physically present, leading
to timesaving and guaranteed
reading in all situations.

e-mail
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Alarm messages are sent
straight to the supplier or plant
maintenance technician
responsible for tank filling or
emptying, for example, used fluid
disposal.
The sending of regular messages
enables site monitoring and
guarantees the provision of
continual service by the
operators and suppliers, leading
to remarkable savings through the
efficient logistic organisation
of refuelling or disposal trips.

Example:
To manage 1 tank

To manage up to 4 tank

To manage up to 8 tank

OCIO GSM
EXPANSION OCIO GSM
OCIO LEVEL INDICATOR

Code

OCIO
GSM

Description

F00755G30 OCIO GSM Quad band
F00755G20 Expansion OCIO GSM tank 2-4
F00755G40 Expansion OCIO GSM tank 5-8

Weight
Kg

OCIO GSM

Packaging

1,5
1,5
1,5

300x410x100
300x410x100
300x410x100

mm

